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Key Insights 
 

One of the most important questions we ask when 
evaluating a stock is: How is management reinvesting 
their profits? 

 

Companies grow when they continue to build an existing 
business, create new businesses from scratch and acquire other 
companies. 

 
When a company reinvests its profits smartly, its profits 
earns profits. We love when that happens! 3. 

2. 

1. 
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Introduction 

One of the most important questions we ask when evaluating a stock is: What is management doing with 
their profits? The answer usually falls in some combination of three categories: 

 
Shareholder payout 
Dividends and stock buybacks are certainly getting a lot of attention these days. We live in a 
low-interest-rate world, and many yield-starved bond investors try to replace the paltry income 
stream offered by bonds with dividends. And buybacks, though maligned as a symbol of corporate 
greed and inequality, are a tax-efficient means of returning profits to a company’s owners. We’ve 
got a few stocks in the portfolio that generate more cash than they will ever need, and we’re happy 
to accept our share of their profits! 

Strengthening the balance sheet by stockpiling cash or paying down debt 
With interest rates near historic lows, balance sheet repair is not common today. Companies’ idle 
cash doesn’t earn much of anything at the bank. As for repaying debt, many companies are 
reluctant to return money to bondholders, when the bond market is practically giving it away. 

Reinvesting in the business. This is the topic of our paper, and we’ll tackle it in three 
categories: 

1. Companies that continue to build an existing business  
2. Companies that create new businesses from scratch 
3. Companies that acquire other companies to grow (Acquisitions) 

    In each case, the goal is compound growth.  
 

What is compound growth to a company? It works on the same principle as compound interest. If you 
leave your money in a savings account, eventually, your interest earns interest. When a company 
reinvests its profits smartly, its profits earns profits. We love when that happens! 

 
Linear vs Compound Growth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The above chart shows the difference between linear growth (the blue line grows by 5% every year) 
compared to compound growth (the orange line grows by 5% the first year, and then that new larger 
amount grows by 5% the next year) This is akin to a company that pays out all its profits in a dividend, 
compared to one that reinvests its profits. Let’s look at some examples from the portfolio. 
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Continuing to Build an Existing Business 
We’ve held shares in TJX Companies (TJX) for several years now. Their main brands are probably familiar to you: TJ 
Maxx, Marshalls, and Home Goods. While it may seem that these stores are everywhere, TJX continues to open new ones. 
In the last 5 years, TJX has grown its number of stores by 34%, or over 1,000 new stores. Those new ones continue to be as 
productive as established ones (which is to say they are not merely taking sales from other TJX stores… operating profit 
per store has remained stable). There is no better use of TJX’s profits than a new store that produces a new stream of 
growing profits. 

Compare that to a more troubled retailer of apparel and home goods. Over the same 5-year period, Kohl’s (KSS) has 
grown its store base by a mere 1%. Instead of growing stores, Kohl’s has been generous in returning capital to its 
shareholders: it has spent 117% of profits (ALL its profits, and then some) on dividend and buybacks over the period. 
Perhaps Kohl’s just ran out of room to grow profitably (its operating profit per store has been in decline). While 
shareholders of Kohl’s may have appreciated that return of capital, it is the TJX shareholders who have been more richly 
rewarded by the market. 

 

 
Another example, from another sector, is Taiwan Semiconductor (TSM). This company manufactures computer chips 
for many of the world’s tech companies including Apple, Qualcomm, NVIDIA, and Broadcom. Semiconductor 
manufacturing facilities are hugely expensive to build, run, and keep on the cutting edge of technology. That is why many 
semiconductor companies have chosen over the years to outsource manufacturing to Taiwan Semi. Taiwan Semi plows 
almost 1/3 of its sales back into increasing and upgrading its manufacturing capacity. By constantly reinvesting profits 
back into its business, Taiwan semiconductor now has the size and scale that no one could replicate from scratch. It has 
over 50% of the market for outsourced chip manufacturing and is 5 times the size of its nearest competitor. This is a 
formidable barrier to new competitors, one that has been built over decades of smart reinvestment. That allows TSM to 
generate good profits and cash flow, even after expensive reinvestment.  

Source: Bloomberg 
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Creating New Businesses from Scratch 
 

You’d be hard pressed to find a better business than internet search. One need look no farther than Alphabet’s (GOOGL) 
(the parent company of Google) financial statements to see how profitable it is. What to do with all those profits? Google 
has placed several “other bets,” including autonomous driving and hot-air-balloon internet service. We’re not sure about 
the latter one, but Morgan Stanley recently estimate Alphabet’s self-driving car business (Waymo) could be worth $175 
billion dollars! 

 

Exhibit 1: We Increase our Waymo EV 

from ~$75bn to ~$175bn… 

 

Exhibit 2: …and our GOOGL SoTP from 

~$1,400/share to ~$1,550/share

      

     
Investment Bank Needham and Company recently valued Waymo at only $10 billion, which is probably similar to what 
Alphabet has sunk into this “other bet” so far. Clearly the jury is still out on whether Alphabet has been smart in straying 
so far afield of its core search business. We’re inclined to think they’ve created value with it.  

For a less extreme example, pharmaceutical companies often take the profits from one therapeutic area and build in 
another, in order to diversify their risks. Amgen (AMGN) is a name from our portfolio that has taken its (ample) profits 
from various brand name drugs, and built a business in producing biosimilars, or generic versions of competitors’ biotech 
drugs. This seems like a smart hedge for Amgen, which faces some biosimilar competition of its own. If biosimilars take 
hold (they’ve only slowly done so in certain countries, and barely at all in the US) the sting of new competition will be less 
for Amgen. We think the stock is priced for decline today, but the company could surprise the market by growing instead, 
in part due to Amgen’s biosimilar investments. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Source: Morgan Stanley Research 

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence 
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Acquisitions 
 

Many companies acquire others to grow. Very few do so successfully, and we are very choosy about investing 
in “serial acquirers.” But we have a few, and they continue to impress us. No company has created more value 
by acquisition than Berkshire Hathaway (BRK), which has grown from a sleepy textile company to a massive 
conglomerate, worth a half trillion dollars, over 50 years. Other names whose acquisition records we admire 
are Idex (IEX) (for its discipline in sticking to niche, engineering heavy businesses) and Sysco (SYY) (for its 
ability to bolt smaller businesses onto a larger infrastructure and build a competitive advantage.) 

But few companies have been helped more by smart acquisitions in the past decade than Disney (DIS). “The 
Mouse” purchased Pixar, Marvel, LucasFilm, and now Fox Entertainment assets under the direction of 
longtime CEO Bob Iger. Each of these acquisitions has brought new characters and creative franchises to feed 
into The Disney Machine… that is how I refer to Disney’s unique ability to generate profits multiple times 
from one creative success. I am not just talking about sequels and remakes (Disney’s have dominated the box 
office for years), but rather amusement park attractions, toys, games, Broadway productions, and – coming 
soon—streaming video services. It is particularly noteworthy that this occurred in the media sector, which is 
historically plagued by empire-building and value-destroying acquisition. Not only have Disney’s studio 
acquisitions continued to have creative success once integrated, they also have boosted the company’s other 
divisions.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this paper we’ve looked at various ways that some of our companies reinvest profits to build their businesses. Assessing 
this capital allocation process is vital to discovering companies that we can hold confidently, and whose profits we can 
watch compound over time. 
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Any advice or suggestion is provided for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation to purchase 
any investments or services described herein. Please consult your advisor to determine if an investment 
strategy is appropriate for you. Past performance of either the domestic or international markets or any specific 
investments is not predictive of future results nor will diversification alone protect from loss. 
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